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What is Cyber Security?
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Its being protected by internet-connected systems, including hardware, 
software and data, from cyber attacks.

In a computing context, security comprises cyber security and physical 
security both are used by enterprises to safe against unauthorized 
access to data centre and other computerized systems. 

The security, which is designed to maintain the confidentiality, integrity 
and availability of data, is a subset of cyber security



WHY DO WE NEED CYBER SECURITY ? 
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The range of operations of cyber security involves protecting information and systems from 
major cyber threats. These threats take many forms. 

Cyber terrorism It is the innovative use of information technology by terrorist groups to further 
their political agenda. It took the form of attacks on networks, computer systems and 
telecommunication infrastructures.

Cyber warfare : It involves nation-states using information technology to go through something 
another nation’s networks to cause damage. 

Cyber spionage : It is the practice of using information technology to obtain secret information 
without permission from its owners or holders. It is the most often used to gain strategic, 
economic, military advantage, and is conducted using cracking techniques and malware.



Who are Cyber Criminals ?
 Type 1– hungry for 

recognition:

Hobby hackers

 IT professionals (social 

engineering is one of 

the biggest threat)

Politically motivated 

hackers

 Terrorist organizations.
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 Type 3 – the 

insiders:

 former employees 

seeking revenge;

 Competing 

companies using 

employees to gain 

economic advantage 

through damage 

and/or theft.

 Type 2 not interested in 

recognition:

Psychological prevents

 Financially motivated 

hackers (corporate 

espionage)

State – sponsored 

hacking (national 

espionage, sabotage)

Organized criminals.



Malware

Phishing

Password Attack

Man-in-the-Middle 

(MITM)

SQL Injection

Vulnerabilities and attacks
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Denial-of-Service

 Insider Threat

Zero-day Exploit

Cross-site Scripting

Rootkits

 Internet of Things 

(IoT) Attacks



MALWARE
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This is one of the most common types of cyber attacks. “Malware” refers to 
malicious software viruses including worms, spyware, ransom ware, adware, 
and trojans.

Viruses—These infect applications attaching themselves to the 
initialization sequence. The virus replicates itself, infecting other 
code in the computer system. Viruses can also attach 
themselves to executable code or associate themselves with a 
file by creating a virus file with the same name but with an .exe 
extension, thus creating a decoy which carries the virus.
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Trojans—a program hiding inside a useful program with 

malicious purposes. Unlike viruses, a trojan doesn’t replicate 

itself and it is commonly used to establish a backdoor to be 

exploited by attackers.

Worms—unlike viruses, they don’t attack the host, being self-

contained programs that propagate across networks and 

computers. Worms are often installed through email 

attachments, sending a copy of themselves to every contact in 

the infected computer email list. They are commonly used to 

overload an email server and achieve a denial-of-service 

attack.
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Ransom ware—a type of malware that denies access to the 

victim data, threatening to publish or delete it unless a ransom 

is paid. Advanced ransomware uses cryptoviral extortion, 

encrypting the victim’s data so that it is impossible to decrypt 

without the decryption key.

Spyware—a type of program installed to collect information 

about users, their systems or browsing habits, sending the 

data to a remote user. The attacker can then use the 

information for blackmailing purposes or download and install 

other malicious programs from the web.
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Use antivirus software.

How can we prevent a malware attack?

Use firewalls. Firewalls filter the traffic that may enter your 

device.

Stay alert and avoid clicking on suspicious links.

Update your OS and browsers, regularly.
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Phishing attacks are one of the most prominent widespread 

types of cyber attacks. It is a type of social engineering attack 

wherein an attacker impersonates to be a trusted contact and 

sends the victim fake mails.

Phishing Attack

Unaware of this, the victim opens the mail and clicks on the 

malicious link or opens the mail's attachment. By doing so, 

attackers gain access to confidential information and account 

credentials. They can also install malware through a phishing 

attack.
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Scrutinize the emails you receive. Most phishing emails have 

significant errors like spelling mistakes and format changes 

from that of legitimate sources.

How can we prevent a Phishing Attack ?

Make use of an anti-phishing toolbar.

Update your passwords regularly.



Password Attack
 It is a form of attack wherein a hacker 

cracks your password with various 

programs and password cracking 

tools like Aircrack, Cain, Abel, John 

the Ripper, Hashcat, etc.

 There are different types of password 

attacks like brute force attacks, 

dictionary attacks, and keylogger

attacks.
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Use strong alphanumeric 

passwords with special 

characters.

Abstain from using the same 

password for multiple websites or 

accounts.

Update your passwords; this will 

limit your exposure to a password 

attack.

Do not have any password hints 

in the open.
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In this attack, an attacker comes in between a two-party 

communication, i.e., the attacker hijacks the session between 

a client and host. By doing so, hackers steal and manipulate 

data.

Man-in-the-Middle Attack (Eavesdropping )

MITM attacks can be prevented by following the below-

mentioned steps:

Be mindful of the security of the website you are using. Use 

encryption on your devices.

Refrain from using public Wi-Fi networks.
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A Structured Query Language (SQL) injection attack occurs on 

a database-driven website when the hacker manipulates a 

standard SQL query. It is carried by injecting a malicious code 

into a vulnerable website search box, thereby making the 

server reveal crucial information.

SQL Injection Attack

This results in the attacker being able to view, edit, and delete 

tables in the databases. Attackers can also get administrative 

rights through this.
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Use an Intrusion detection system, as they design it to detect 

unauthorized access to a network.

To prevent a SQL injection attack:

Carry out a validation of the user-supplied data. With a 

validation process, it keeps the user input in check.
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A Denial-of-Service Attack is a significant threat to companies. 

Here, attackers target systems, servers, or networks and flood 

them with traffic to exhaust their resources and bandwidth.

Denial-of-Service Attack

When this happens, catering to the incoming requests 

becomes overwhelming for the servers, resulting in the 

website it hosts either shut down or slow down. This leaves 

the legitimate service requests unattended.



How to prevent a DDoS attack?
 Run a traffic analysis to identify malicious traffic.

 Understand the warning signs like network slowdown, 

intermittent website shutdowns, etc. At such times, the 

organization must take the necessary steps without delay.

 Formulate an incident response plan, have a checklist and 

make sure your team and data center can handle a DDoS

attack.

 Outsource DDoS prevention to cloud-based service providers.
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Insider Threat
▸ As the name suggests, an insider threat does not involve a third party but 

an insider. it could be an individual from within the organization who 

knows everything about the organization. 

▸ To prevent the insider threat attack:

▸ Organizations should have a good culture of security awareness.

▸ Companies must limit the IT resources staff can have access to 

depending on their job roles.

▸ Organizations must train employees to spot insider threats. This will help 

employees understand when a hacker has manipulated or is attempting 

to misuse the organization's data.
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Zero-day Exploit
▸ A Zero-day Exploit refers to exploiting a network vulnerability 

when it is new and recently announced — before a patch is 

released and/or implemented. Zero-day attackers jump at the 

disclosed vulnerability in the small window of time where no 

solution/preventative measures exist. Thus, preventing zero-

day attacks requires constant monitoring, proactive 

detection, and agile threat management practices.
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Cross - site Scripting

▸ A cross-site scripting attack sends malicious scripts into 

content from reliable websites. The malicious code joins 

the dynamic content that is sent to the victim’s browser. 

Usually, this malicious code consists of Javascript code 

executed by the victim’s browser, but can include Flash, 

HTML, and XSS.
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Root kits
▸ Root kits are installed inside legitimate software, where they can gain 

remote control and administration-level access over a system. The attacker 

then uses the rootkit to steal passwords, keys, credentials, and retrieve 

critical data.

▸ Since root kits hide in legitimate software, once you allow the program to 

make changes in your OS, the rootkit installs itself in the system (host, 

computer, server, etc.) and remains dormant until the attacker activates it or 

it’s triggered through a persistence mechanism. Rootkits are commonly 

spread through email attachments and downloads from insecure websites.
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Internet of Things (IoT) Attacks
▸ While internet connectivity across almost every imaginable device 

creates convenience and ease for individuals, it also presents a 

growing—almost unlimited—number of access points for attackers to 

exploit and wreak havoc

▸ In one IoT attack case, a Vegas casino was attacked and the hacker 

gained entry via an internet-connected thermometer inside one of the 

casino’s fishtanks.

▸ Best practices to help prevent an IoT attack include updating the OS and 

keeping a strong password for every IoT device on your network, and 

changing passwords often.
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▸ Install enterprise antivirus client offered by the government on your 

official desktops/laptops. Ensure that the antivirus client is updated with 

the latest virus definitions, signatures and patches.

▸ Configure NIC’s DNS Server IP (IPv4: 1.10.10.10/IPv6: 2409::1) in your 

system’s DNS Settings.

▸ Configure NIC’s NTP Service (samay1.nic.in, samay2.nic.in) in your 

system’s NTP Settings for time synchronization

▸ Observe caution while opening any links shared through SMS or social 

media, etc., where the links are preceded by exciting offers/discount, 

etc., or may claim to provide details about any current affairs. Such links 

may lead to a phishing/malware web page , which could compromise 

your device.
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CYPER SECURITY DO’s
▸ Use complex passwords with a minimum length of 8 characters, using 

a combination of capital letters, small letters, numbers and special 

characters.

▸ Change your password at least once in 45 days.

▸ Use multi-factor authentication, wherever available.

▸ Save your data and files on the secondary drive (ex: d:\)

▸ Maintain an offline backup of your critical data.

▸ Keep your Operating System and BIOS firmware updated with the 

latest updates/patches.
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▸ Report suspicious emails or any security incident to 

incident@cert-in.org.in and incident@nic-cert.nic.in.

▸ Adhere to the security advisories published by NIC-

CERT (http://nic-cert.nic.in/advisories.jsp) and 

CERT-In (https://www.cert-in.org.in).
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CYBER SECURITY DON’TS
▸ Don’t use the same password in multiple services/websites/apps.

▸ Don’t save your passwords in the browser or in any unprotected 

documents.

▸ Don’t write down any password, IP addresses, network diagrams or other 

sensitive information on any unsecured material (ex: sticky/post-it notes, 

plain paper pinned or posted on your table, etc.)

▸ Don’t save your data and files on the system drive (Ex: c:\or root).

▸ Don’t upload or save any internal/restricted/confidential government data 

or files on any non-government cloud service (ex: google drive, dropbox, 

etc.).
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▸ Don’t allow printer to store its print history.

▸ Don’t disclose any sensitive details on social media or 3rd party 

messaging apps.

▸ Don’t plug-in any unauthorized external devices, including USB drives 

shared by any unknown person.

▸ Don’t use any unauthorized remote administration tools (ex: Team 

viewer, Ammy admin, any desk, etc.).

▸ Don’t use any unauthorized 3rd party video conferencing or collaboration 

tools for conducting sensitive internal meetings and discussions.

▸ Don’t use any external email services for official communication.

▸ Don’t jailbreak or root your mobile phone.
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▸ Don’t use obsolete or unsupported Operating Systems.

▸ Don’t use any 3rd party DNS Services or NTP Service.

▸ Don’t use any 3rd party anonymization services (ex: Nord VPN, 

Express VPN, Tor, Proxies, etc.).

▸ Don’t use any 3rd party toolbars (ex: download manager, weather tool 

bar, ask me toolbar ,etc. ). In your internet browser.

▸ Don’t install or use any pirated software (ex: cracks, keygen ,etc.).

▸ Don’t open any links or attachments contained in the emails sent by 

any unknown sender.

▸ Don’t share system passwords or printer pass code or Wi-Fi 

passwords with any unauthorized persons.

▸ Don’t allow internet access to the printer. 28



▸ Don’t use administrator account or any other account with administrative 

privilege for your regular work.

▸ Don’t use any external mobile App based scanner services (ex: Cam 

scanner) for scanning internal government documents.

▸ Don’t use any external websites or cloud-based services for 

converting/compressing a government documents (ex: word to pdf or file 

size compression).

▸ Don’t share any sensitive information with any unauthorized or unknown 

person over telephone or through any other medium.
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Thank You
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